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I dont know about anybody else, but i use DevExpress almost exclusively. Its been my experience.
Whether it be from their very capable documentation, or from their extensive support, they are the
gold standard in the B.S.A. Many times, finding quality in a field of many is challenging, particularly
when you try to do so at the world’s largest software store. It’s been just a few years since Delphi

users, and those still using Delphi, began leaving their products. These early adopters, myself
included, knew that we were getting a superior product by going with the smaller, yet still very

capable, producer. The end user is still paying less for the product, but more importantly, he is being
given a much more powerful product that just functions and looks better than anything else on the

market. This is not a trivial acquisition for DevExpress. They have long, and very successfully,
established themselves as a force in the developer community. I can think of no better way to

continue that success than by bringing their stability, efficiency, and innovation to the.NET
community. Thank you for sharing your valuable feedback. It enables me to better provide support

to our entire DevExpress customer base, which is comprised of more than 4,000 organizations
around the globe. And as a special bonus, we are providing you a 30-day fully featured trial version
of our product for testing. We hope that the recent acquisition, as well as your feedback, will help to

further enhance the overall package that you have already experienced.
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i have used devexpress for
almost 10 years and it has
always been excellent. i

have used all the
components, and they are
all simple to use. i find the
components to be easy to
implement, and the api is
pretty clear. i have never

had any problems with the
components. i have written

my own components as
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well. i have used the
components for desktop,

console, and web
development. i would use
them again if i needed to,

but i don't see myself using
any of the components in

the future. i have used
devexpress products for
about ten years. i have

always found them to be
the best solution for any
type of application. their

customers are always very
helpful. i have used all the
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products and they are
always up to date. i would
love to send you the dev

express version of our new
theme. we are using the

standard devexpress
themes with custom style

sheets for our site. we
have a few custom

components that we would
like to use as we have a

few new features we would
like to add. i tried to find a
devexpress support forum
but i couldn't. i contacted
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devexpress support. after
my contact, i was

contacted by devexpress
support, and they

responded quickly. i was
also able to resolve my

problem quickly. i am very
satisfied with the support
received from devexpress,

and will continue to use
devexpress products in the

future. devexpress is a
leading provider of

business application
development tools for the
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delphi,.net, c++ builder,
labview, and java

platforms. with over
10,000 customers, ranging

from fortune 500
companies to small and

medium-sized enterprises,
devexpress tools empower
software developers with

the tools they need to build
business applications.
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